
In the ninth part of the Paddler Safety Series,
we are looking at tackling the steep ground
that paddlers may have to deal with when
getting into, out of and around on the river.
By Chris Brain

It is important to remember that there is no
substitute for professional training in this area and
this must be combined with experience to
effectively use the ideas and techniques contained
in this series.  This article is not intended to
replace formal training.  

Our previous articles have focused on
preparation, simple rescues, working together on
the river and above all avoiding incidents
happening in the first place.  The topics covered
in this article assume that you have read the
previous chapters.  

The ropework based content of this chapter will
go hand in hand with some of the techniques
covered in part 4, check out chapter 4 if you
haven’t read it already.

No. 1. Be prepared and stay safe:
https://joom.ag/hdaQ/p50

No. 2. Working as a team:
https://joom.ag/JeqQ/p96

No. 3.Swim, chase, throw:
https://joom.ag/PdyQ/p38

No. 4. Get the advantage: 
https://joom.ag/XfUQ/p42

No. 5: What if…
https://joom.ag/kLbW/p44

No. 6: The chest harness
https://joom.ag/xE8W/p38

No. 7: Shouting, reaching and wading
https://joom.ag/MHwW/p102

No. 8: Top tips
https://joom.ag/FFcW/p80
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Steep ground
We don’t have to be on a high-grade river to need to deal

with steep ground when we are paddling.  We might be portaging
around a difficult rapid, accessing a stretch of water in a more remote

location or simply problem solving following an incident or a swim. As the
riverbank can sometimes be as hazardous as the river, even the process of

lowering a boat down a short drop or a steep slope can quickly become tricky.
Most of the time many of these issues can be solved in simple ways that don’t

require more advanced techniques or ropework, but occasionally having a few tricks
up your sleeve can really help when dealing with this steeper environment.

To be clear, the techniques covered here are most certainly not for abseiling, hoisting or
lowering people into space, but are some additional tools that you can use to make your life a
bit easier and to give you a bit more security when you are in an environment where a loss of
footing or dropped equipment could lead to a more severe situation. The equipment we are using
for all of these techniques are our standard throwlines, HMS karabiners, tapes and slings. The context
of this chapter of the safety series is that we are not heading into an environment where we know for
certain that we will need to climb/abseil/lower etc such as a remote gorge or steep canyon. Going into
that kind of environment would require more specialist equipment, techniques and experience.  

Using a handrail
Sometimes when you are on tricky ground, it can be really nice to have something secure to hold onto,
just to make it easier to either get up, down or around a tricky step. I always think it is important to
remember that not every member of a group will be a confident climber (even if they are a highly
capable paddler) and not everyone will feel comfortable when ascending or descending difficult ground.
With a simple bit of ropework we can easily create a handrail for our team members to hold onto.

First, we need to find a suitable anchor to attach our rope to. Our first choice of anchor is probably a
secure tree, that is well rooted, looks healthy and obviously isn’t going to move or break if we put a bit of
weight onto it. Depending on the location we might even choose a solid tree root or rock instead.  

Next, we need to secure our rope to the anchor and there are a few ways that we can do this depending
on the anchor we have chosen. If we have chosen a sturdy tree we might decide to keep it nice and simple
and to use a no knot. Starting at the bottom of the tree we adjust the length of the rope that we want to
use for our hand rail and with the remaining rope we wrap it around the tree at the base neatly upwards.
The smaller the tree the more wraps you will require, the bigger the tree the fewer wraps are needed (I
would suggest always going around at least three or four times even on a big tree.) The end of the rope is
now just kept neatly to one side near the tree. The no knot works on friction and is releasable even when
loaded if required. Give the rope a strong pull to check it isn’t going to move before using it for real 

If we have decided to use a boulder for our anchor we might make a decision to use a tape to secure our
rope. This is because the no knot might not sit very well around the boulder due to the amount of wraps
it requires and it could also get stuck under the boulder too. Using a tape might be a simpler and neater
process in this situation.

Take the tape around the boulder and bring it back to the front (where you want the direction of pull
to be from). At this point you need to join both ends of the tape together to make a closed loop. If
your tape is stitched at either end (giving you two points to clip) this part is super simple as you just
clip your karabiner through both ends. If your tape doesn’t have any points to clip and is just a
clean tape, then you’ll need to tie both ends together using a double overhand. To prevent this
double overhand moving it is good practice to secure it with another double overhand right
behind it.

Another technique that we can use to create an anchor involves using a sling where we
‘wrap 3 and pull 2’.  This means that you wrap your sling around the anchor/tree three
times (before tying your double overhands to secure the tape) but only clip two
strands of this with your karabiner (see diagram).  This means that the extra wraps
around the tree create a bit more friction and won’t load the knot directly, making
it easier to untie after it has been loaded. 

We can now use our rope in either one or both hands to give us a bit of
additional security as we move down (or up) through our challenging
terrain.  If we wanted to, we could even tie a selection of small
overhand knots at specific points to give our hands something to
rest on, making our handrail feel even more secure.
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What about the last person?
One issue we have when using a handrail for a

team to move down a steep bank is that the last person
will not be able to directly use the handrail set up in this way

if they also want to retrieve the equipment. 

There are a few options here, one being that the final person could
actually leave the equipment in position to be collected later, meaning

that they can also use the handrail.  Another option would be for the
person to remove the handrail and to descend without it, however depending

the situation this might not be the best (or a safe) decision. A third option would
be for the final person to set up a different style of handrail where the rope is
simply doubled up around the anchor, meaning that there are two ropes coming from
the anchor rather than one. To use this effectively does require a bit more experience as
both ropes need to be held together and gripped equally, because if one rope is pulled
whilst the other is left free the rope will slide through if it is weighted. This also means that
this person can only move half of the distance of the rope length using this technique (as the
rope is doubled over), but potentially they may be able to pull the ropes through and reposition
the anchor if required.

Once the final person has made their descent, the ropes can be pulled through by pulling just one
rope. If you are using a throwline this will have significantly less change of snagging if you pull the bag
end towards you, leaving the clean end of the rope to move freely.

Lowering boats
Another challenge that paddlers have when it comes to accessing a river via steep ground is getting our
boats down there too.  This can be an issue for both canoeists and kayakers, with canoes generally being
larger and more cumbersome too. Many canoeists and kayakers choose to carry their boat on their
shoulders, but as the terrain gets more advanced this might not be possible and a slip with a boat could
lead to injury and even the loss of a boat.

Again, when it comes to ropework, simple solutions that are effective should usually do the job. This might
be as straightfoward as attaching a boat to its end grab/loop and lowering it down hand over hand with no
additional tools or tricks required. This might be fine for a kayak, if however, we are lowering heavier
equipment such as a canoe, or moving down a steeper bank we might need to create a system that
generates more friction than we can create simply in our hands.

When we are sending something away from us friction is our friend. When we are pulling something
towards us, friction is our enemy! So, when it comes to creating more friction in order to lower equipment
we have a few options.

Natural friction
This is the quickest and simplest way of creating extra friction when lowering a boat.  All we do to add friction
into the system is to take the rope around the back of a tree or boulder.  We could in fact use multiple trees
or boulders if required and essentially the greater the surface area that the rope runs over, the greater the
increase in friction. Once again solid and appropriate anchor choice is key. Even though we are only lowering
boats, it still needs to be able to support the weight and to allow the boat to travel in the right direction.
Ensure that you are positioned in a place where you can create the desired amount of friction and still see
(where possible) the boat that you are lowering. This most likely means that we are positioned below the
anchor, which should also help to increase friction too.

Another simple option for increasing friction for lowering equipment is to have more than one
person holding the rope. It almost sounds too simple, but of course can be really quick and
effective. It does require both people to work together to manage the rope and if there is any
error in handling the rope between them, one person could be left holding the rope and all
the weight on their own.

Be aware that If we are regularly accessing the same location and are frequently lowering
equipment, using trees to create friction, it can pretty quickly create wear and damage
on the tree. In this instance using a technique that involves a sling will reduce the
wear on the environment.

Friction hitch/wrap
By using a friction hitch or wrap in the rope we can create a really
effective system for managing load on the rope when we are
lowering.  One of the best-known friction hitches is the Italian
hitch. Climbers have been using the Italian hitch for years, and
even though modern technology has meant that most

climbers actually carry a purpose made belay device
instead of creating a hitch in the rope, it is still

an essential skill for them to learn. 
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The Italian hitch is very effective and
easy to control, but does require a bit of

practice to make sure that you are tying it right and
that you are keeping hold of the rope effectively. For the

Italian Hitch to work we should be positioned once again
below the anchor. For help with the Italian Hitch there are plenty

of videos online which will take you through the steps required to tie
it and how to manage the rope when it is in use.

Another option for addition friction for lowering is to double wrap the rope
through the karabiner. This will create enough friction for lowering boats, but

does have the added advantage that a double overhand knot and its tails can pass
through it (provided we are using a large HMS/pear shaped karabiner). Joining ropes
can be useful, If the distance that we want to lower our boat exceeds the length of the
rope in one of our throwbags.  This can be done quickly and easily by tying the ends of the
ropes in a double overhand knot (we may need to remove the bag from the rope to do
this). Now when we lower our boat we should have the added friction of the double wrap
through the karabiner, but the double overhand should pass round the wrap in the karabiner
meaning that we can lower much further than before.

Beware shock loading
As we are keeping it simple and using throwlines rather than climbing ropes, we should be very
aware of the issue of shock loading our anchors and our systems. Essentially, we want to ease the load
(the boat) onto our system rather than letting it slide down the banking at speed and then stopping it
suddenly with our friction system (hitch, wrap etc). This is because our throwlines, slings and anchor
systems unlike climbing rope, will have very little dynamic properties meaning that they won’t absorb a
shock load like this very well.

Giving more security to a paddler
When we need a little bit more security than a handrail can give us, a paddler may benefit from a different
system when they are ascending or descending a steeper bank. This technique is no way should be used to
lower a paddler into free hanging space or in a position where the paddler can drop or shock load the
system, in these instance more advanced techniques and equipment are required. 

For this situation, it is not preferable to use the rear chest harness attachment point to give support as a
front attachment point will be better for the paddler. If we were to use the rear attachment point on the
chest harness to attach to a paddler for this situation, we would risk the paddler turning around to face away
from the banking should they slip and the rope become loaded.  

To attach the rope to the paddler, all we do is thread the throwline around the body, underneath the
armpits using the bag end and then to attach the rope back to the bag using a clove hitch. Using the clove
hitch means that the loop around the body is easily adjustable and that the loop will not be able to get
smaller and crush the paddler. The rope should be positioned so that it is coming away from in front of the
paddler and the clove hitch adjusted so that the loop is snug to the body. What we then do is set an
anchor up with our sling, attach an Italian hitch with our rope to the karabiner and then we have a
system that can give a bit more reassurance to a paddler should they slip on the steep ground either on
their way down to or up and out of the river. 

A final thought…
Whilst much of the content covered here might seem simple to do, it is worth practicing before
you need it.  Take the time to learn these techniques in a simple and controlled environment so
that when you come to need them for real it won’t be the first time you’ve tried it out.

Remember that whenever we are using any of these techniques that our own personal safety
is essential.  Take care standing near an edge or at the top of a slippery banking and don’t
forget that paddling shoes don’t always grip that well on wet grass or rock!

Thanks to Bob Mckee for his help with the photos. 
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